
St Mary’s C of E Primary School, Writhlington 

‘Inspiring Learning Together’ 

Scheme of Work + Knowledge Organiser 
    

Key Vocabulary: 

Spelling Definition/Sentence 
Hinduism the main religion of India, which has many gods that are part of the same supreme being 

Hindu a follower of Hinduism 

India a country in southern Asia surrounded on three sides by the Indian Ocean. New Delhi is the 
capital of India 

Aum (Om) Om is the sound of a sacred spiritual symbol in Indic religions. 

Dharma in Buddhism and Hinduism, the underlying nature, as of the universe or one's self; essence 

symbolism the practice of expressing things, as in art or literature, by means of symbols 

Divali Diwali is a festival of lights and one of the major festivals celebrated by Hindus 

mandir A Hindu temple, often mandir in India, is a symbolic house, seat and body of divinity for 
Hindus 

  

 

The Learning Journey: 

Where did Hinduism start – its followers are called Hindus? 

Can I recognise the symbol for Aum (Om)? Why is it important? 

What do Hindus believe? 

What are the special occasions in a Hindu childhood? 

What happens at a Hindu wedding? 

What is the Hindu festival of Divali? 

What is the festival of Raksha Bandhan?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wider Curriculum (Cooking, trips, outdoor): 

Talk with  Pujari; visit to Hindu temple… 

National Curriculum Knowledge outcomes:  
 Know the term Hinduism and know followers 
are called Hindus.  

 Identify these stories with the Hindu faith and 
know that its followers are called Hindus.  

 Whilst this happened in India and Hinduism 
started there, Hindus now live all over the world. 

 Recognise the symbol for Aum (Om) and know 
how it is correctly pronounced. Know that Aum if 
often used as the symbol for Hinduism.  

 Understand Hindu celebrations and traditions 
that pay a big part in family life 
 

 

 
 

Class 1: RE - What difference might a faith make to a family? (Hinduism) 

 


